
From 6th April 2024 it will become law for all businesses, 
charities and public sector organisations to separate 
their waste recycling

Polypropylene Pedal Bin 

A sturdy foot operated bin made from easy-

clean hygienic polypropylene, suitable for 

almost any environment. The 45 litre bin is 

available in six colours, making them ideal 

for colour coded use in healthcare, medical, 

catering and office settings. The larger 87 litre 
bin is available in grey and yellow only.

101709 45L 41x41x60cm £24.21

101711 87L 50x42x81cm £39.38

90 Litre Polaris Pedal Bin

A larger, durable and hygienic polypropylene 

pedal bin with colour coded lid for waste 

segregation.

101710 90L 52x48x91cm £149.45

90 Litre Recycling Wall Hugger

Slimline recycling container designed to save space – it has a 90 litre 

capacity but only protrudes 60cm from the wall. Built-in bag catch 

and moulded hand grip to save time when emptying. Made from 

hardwearing polyethylene.

101691 Recycling Bin Base 90L 27x50x76cm £30

101693 Bin Base 90L 51x28x76cm £30

101727 Recycle Lid (Slot) 29x56x7cm £8.32
101724 Recycle Lid (2 Holes) 29x56x7cm £6.99

50 Litre Swing Bin White & 

Colour Lid

Everyday swing-top bin made from tough, 

easy clean polypropylene, with tops in five 
colours for waste separation. Can be used 

with or without refuse sack in a wide range of 

environments. Lift off lid for easy emptying.

101735 50L 39x31x62cm £12.67

60 Litre Recycling Dolly Bin 

A quality, efficient and easily managed 
recycling system which is ideal for use in office 
environments. Colour coded bins can be used 

alone or linked as a set.

101733 Kit 99x48x73cm £106.31

101728 Bin 58x46x32cm £20.05

101723 Slotted Lid 33x45cm £8.51
101734 Holed Lid 33x45cm £8.51
103641 Recycling Stickers 8x9cm £2.71

ECO Waste Recycling Bin

A budget price solution for your workplace 

recycling needs, made from hardwearing 

polypropylene, with a lift lid design and snap-

lock top for easy bag replacement. Available in 

four colours and 25 or 50 litre options.

103442 25L 20x40x50cm £13.88
103443 50L 40x40x50cm £23.85

92 Litre Frame Sack Holder

A high quality frame for holding refuse sacks, 

available with colour coded lids for easy 

waste separation and identification. Features 
hygienic foot operated opening, safety strap 

to hold 92 litre sacks securely, and powder 

coated frame finish, which is easy to keep 
clean.

101706 43x39x82cm £87.48 To place an order or request a  
quote please call 01639 822766, 
email sales@kesupplies.com,
or visit www.kesupplies

Unit 31 Aberafan Road, Baglan Industrial Park, Port Talbot, SA12 7DJ


